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Coach as Useful Resource

Coach as Useful Resource

(Sensing and Thinking)
Extraverted

(Sensing and Thinking)
Introverted

A. Sara uses the school curriculum and hands-on activities,
concentrating on core standards and skills. When her team’s coach
introduced differentiated instruction, Sara said, “This seems a
waste of time. Isn’t our curriculum already differentiated? It even
has information on ELL and other special needs students.”
However, when the coach provided a ready-to-go lesson plan for
station-based learning, Sara quickly grasped how the strategy
worked and made a set of stations for another upcoming unit.
What Sara wants from a coach: On-the-spot tips, relevant lesson
plans with strategies that can be used in other ways, immediate
assessment data from her students, answers to all her questions.
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Coach as Encouraging Sage
(Sensing and Feeling)
Extraverted

C. Terry starts each class with individual warm-up
problems and uses the time to check in with each student as to
whether they understood and completed their homework. She then
lectures, guides students through practice problems, and provides
time to start new homework. She worries about open-ended tasks,
saying, “How do you know students will work them out in the ways
that bring understanding?” After the coach led her and the rest of
the math department through a hands-on task, though, she wanted
to try it with her students. She asked for the coach’s full lesson plan
and wanted the coach to join her when she tried it.
What Terry wants from a coach: Concrete experiences, specific and
clear instructions, modeling, on-the-spot encouragement and help.
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B. Hannah excels at direct instruction and teaches in a detailed,
procedures-oriented way. She often gives points for each step she
wants students to show in their work. Class time follows a routine,
with homework review, structured note taking, guided practice, and
time to begin homework. She asked for coaching to start small
group work. She wanted her coach to run the groups for at least two
class periods, saying “I need to see how group roles foster
conversation. And, how each student is accountable for learning.”
What Hanna wants from a coach: Structures, modeling, relevant
lesson plans with strategies that can be used in other ways,
immediate evidence of learning, answers to all her questions.
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Coach as Encouraging Sage
(Sensing and Feeling)
Introverted
D. Brett follows the curriculum closely, adding extra practice problems
from the internet if tests show students haven’t mastered concepts
yet. After a math team session with their coach, Brett decided he
wanted to get students engaged in higher-level discussions. He
realized he was too quick to listen only for right answers rather than
for reasoning. He loved the coach’s suggestion of mastering just
three teacher moves to improve discourse. And, he started using
supplemental rich questions from a book the coach provided. He
appreciated data from the coach that showed how the percentage
of class time spent on higher-level discourse increased.
What Brett wants from a coach: Specific strategies and skills that
can be implemented piece by piece, relevant feedback, clear goals.
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Coach as Collegial Mentor

Coach as Collegial Mentor

(Intuition and Feeling)
Introverted

(Intuition and Feeling)
Extraverted

E. Eli thinks that mathematics needs to tap into student creativity. He
supplements curriculum with art projects, lengthy scenarios, and
word problems he designs himself. Students might practice forms of
linear equations via designing a logo or work on rate problems
involving a speed chase. Students, however, frequently struggle with
the ambiguous wording on his tests or lack of clear directions on
assignments. Eli welcomed his coach’s advice on improving
questions and tasks. He also asked for help on activating student
prior knowledge, saying, “I keep assuming they’ll know!”
What Eli wants from a coach: freedom to continue being creative,
options, support in clarifying directions, flexible tools, evidence that
students are engaged and motivated.
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F. Artika wants students interacting and works to create a trusting
atmosphere where students will take risks. Practice sets involve
“treasure hunts” around the classroom to find all the problems. Her
students measure each other, take surveys, work in groups, and
write new problems. However, sometimes she has difficulty
translating the activities into measurable learning or getting them to
express their reasoning. She frequently pitches her next creative
idea to her coach, asking where structure might be added. She
seldom wants modeling but welcomes observation feedback.
What Artika wants from a coach: freedom to continue being
creative, options, support in clarifying directions, flexible tools,
evidence that students are engaged and motivated.
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Coach as Expert

Coach as Expert

(Intuition and Thinking)
Introverted

(Intuition and Thinking)
Extraverted

G. Most of Wendy’s interaction with her coach is via email, often a day
or so after a math team meeting or when Wendy has had time to
study a new strategy or bit of research. She usually asks one or
more significant questions, comparing the new information to other
theories or asking for information on how the technique would work
in specific situations. Or, she wants to run an idea by for taking the
concept further. Once she grasps the theoretical implications, she
often seeks her coach’s help in adding a hands-on or real-world
element to her lesson plans, as well as in-the-moment assessments
to ensure students are grasping the concepts.
What Wendy wants from a coach: theories and frameworks for
learning, help in making rigorous assignments accessible, expert
knowledge, rich conversations, whether in person or via email
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H. Jamal says, “I want students thinking. Right answers are seldom
enough—students have to explain their thinking to each other during
discussions and be able to track reasoning that led to incorrect
solutions.” The rich problems he uses often take an entire class
period. Students work with a partner or small group to prepare for
all-class discussions that almost all find interesting. Jamal is worried
about several students who can’t seem to retain the big ideas. He
appreciated receiving resources for practice problems that weren’t
procedural and quick formative assessment ideas for conceptual
understanding that he can use during discussions.
What Jamal wants from a coach: Expert knowledge, rich strategies,
assistance with assessing comprehension, challenges to their
thinking
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